Figure 1. Sketch-map of Southwest Oregon showing the location of the main quicksilver deposits referred to in the text. 1- Buena Vista; 2- Maud S.; 3- James R.; 4- Nivison and Thomason; 5- Red Cloud; 6- Bonita; 7- Roxana; 8- War Eagle; 9- Palomar; 10- Dave Force; 11- Chisholm; 12- Mountain King; 13- Cinnabar Mt.; 14- Sagar and Hull; 15- Pitt View; 16- Poole and Pence; 17- Rayome and Midnight; 18- Ash; 19- Red Chief; 20- Call of the Wild; 21- Stanley and Brown; 22- Phillips. Deposits 6 to 14 inclusive belong to the Meadows district; a few of the principal highways are indicated.